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The Character Virtue Development department at the John Templeton Foundation exists to advance the science and practice of good character. Ultimately, we seek a world in which every individual is inspired to develop habits of good character and is supported by multiple contexts (e.g., home, school, community) that encourage and facilitate this development. In talking about character, we are referencing a set of dispositions that produce specific emotions, inform motivation, and guide conduct. These qualities can be categorized under the broader headings of moral character, intellectual character, performance character, and civic character, all of which are candidate topics for support from our department. Specific character virtues of interest include, but are not limited to: generosity, honesty, curiosity, forgiveness, self-control, purpose, and humility. The term character development references the lifelong process of attaining virtuous feelings, thoughts, skills, and habits.

Notably, we seek to better know how different communities understand, discuss, and cultivate good character in youth. The motivation to pursue what is good for oneself and one’s community is something that can be found across all peoples, religions, and regions. In good times and in bad, good character provides the framework for individuals to pursue lives of meaning and to contribute to a better world. We therefore seek a portfolio of research and programming that reflects this perspective.

To focus our efforts and increase the positive impact of our grant-supported projects, we will devote $50 million in funding between 2020 and 2024 to the following four goals:

1. Strengthen character development programs through communities of practice
2. Interested communities gain better access to the latest science of character
3. Catalyze research on character development and social norms
4. Increase the number of early career scientists who study character development
Strengthen character development (CD) programs through communities of practice

Many philanthropic organizations are focused on scaling innovative solutions to complex social problems. Scaling programs is an important and often effective way to reach a larger number of individuals, and perhaps it is part of the long-term future for CD programs. At this point however, many CD programs would benefit from additional investments to strengthen their programs prior to major investments in scaling. In many cases, organizations could grow in one of the following four areas: their understanding of character development; evidence-informed programmatic content attending to motivation, skills, and context; strong communal norms that prioritize personal connections; and sufficient organizational capacity. As a result, nearly half of our funding commitment over the next five years will be devoted to strengthening programs before investing in major scaling efforts.

OUR APPROACH

Our goal is to support at least 15 communities of practice. A community of practice is “a group of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.” These groups come together regularly to share knowledge, innovate, and solve problems. Given the constraints on our resources, we are most interested in supporting communities of practice that already exist; we do not anticipate building a new community of practice at this time. Importantly, candidate communities of practice do not need a formal structure or recognized status within their organization.

Applicants for this funding area should be connected to a pre-existing network (e.g., school or school network, summer camp network, out-of-school program network, faith-based network) and should be able to demonstrate interest in the subject matter. We are most interested in networks that already serve over 1,000 individuals.

Interested communities gain better access to the latest science of character

A rich dialogue exists within the education and youth development communities regarding the importance of character development. Both communities have many advocates pushing forward the science and practice of character. Other communities, however, lack such a science-informed dialogue on character development. Often these communities face unique barriers that impede the emergence of a generative dialogue that integrates character development science. For instance, there is an extensive literature on the science and practice of parenting skills, but the emphasis of this conversation focuses on a child’s success, health, and happiness, and tends to exclude topics like moral character development. To take another example, although faith communities often have social norms that place a high value on virtuous behavior, and although theologians have been theorizing about virtuous formation for millennia (e.g., Aquinas, Mussar movement, Al-Ghazali), many faith communities have not integrated recent scientific findings on character and child development into their practices. Our department sees challenges like these as opportunities for further community engagement.

OUR APPROACH

We seek to identify key organizations, programs, and persons within each of four audiences: parents, schools, faith-based organizations, and the city of Philadelphia, that can serve as effective translators. Effective translators are those who (a) know and understand the practices, motivations, and limitations of their specific community or field, (b) understand and are passionate about the science of character development, (c) are deeply respected by their community, and (d) are excellent communicators.

With a total of $5 million in grant funding, we will work alongside up to five of these key organizations, programs, and individuals to improve specific mechanisms for integrating the science of character into their sphere of influence.
Catalyze research on character development and social norms

Social norms are “the informal rules that govern behavior in groups and societies.”5 Scholars across a variety of fields, including psychology, philosophy, sociology, and anthropology, typically distinguish between norms that describe what groups do (descriptive or empirical norms) and norms that provide some type of evaluation or judgment as to what groups should do (normative or injunctive norms).6 Importantly, research has found that leveraging a group’s social norms yields significant changes in individual-level cognition and behavior.7 Much of the research on social norm interventions in the past 20 years has focused on health-related behaviors (e.g., drinking, drug use, sexual activity), but social scientists are beginning to think more broadly about how this intervention can be used for social change.8

OUR APPROACH

For this funding area, we will publicize—through our website and academic listservs—our interest in supporting research on social norm interventions. We are most interested in applied projects that seek to study the use of social norms in the context of a specific program, but we will also consider theoretical and empirical projects that do not directly engage with a particular program. Over the next five years, we seek to support at least 10 new projects, for a total of up to $7 million, that will help us gain a greater understanding of (a) how groups utilize social norms as a means to strengthen good character among participants and (b) which social norms interventions that are more or less effective with adolescents.

Increase the number of early career scientists who study character development

Scientific insights into the process of character development has significantly advanced over the past several decades. One reason for this advancement is the growing number of scholars who have chosen to conduct their research on character-related topics. Of course, it can be difficult to obtain funding as a postdoctoral fellow or pre-tenure professor. In an effort to support these early career scholars, we will publish calls for proposals that are intended for early career scientists. These calls will not be limited to a particular topical focus, but we are particularly interested in seeing applications for work on character virtues that have been relatively understudied broadly speaking or have been understudied in a particular community (region, religious community, or otherwise). We also encourage cross-disciplinary teams.

OUR APPROACH

Over the next five years, our department will support up to 12 postdoctoral fellows and 15 early career scholars (i.e., Assistant or Associate Professor) on topics that fit within the broader mandate of the department. Awards will likely range between $250,000 and $750,000.
Resources

We encourage prospective applicants to visit the John Templeton Foundation’s website to learn more about our organization, the Character Virtue Development department, and the grants we are currently funding. We also encourage you to take a look at a few of the resources created by our many wonderful grantees.